It is interesting to compute the total cross section corresponding to a finite range of p-ray energies. If we take Eo --250 Mev (the energy of the protons from the Rochester cyclotron), we obtain 0~"=0.28. 10 " cm' 0~=0. 23 10" cm' and 0~~=0. 038 10 " cm' for y-rays with energies from ED/4 to Eo/2 in the center of mass system. In the laboratory system this covers the energy region 85-170 Mev for y-rays in the forward direction and 45-90 Mev for y-rays in the backward direction. These cross sections predict therefore about one high energy p-ray per 10,000 elastic collisions. If the nucleon collides with a nucleus, the nuclear cross section for bremsstrahlung should be, to a good approximation, the sum of the individual nucleon-nucleon cross sections.
.
the difficulties of the meson theory which make the quantitative connection between the nuclear forces, beta decay of nuclei, and the scattering and the decay of cosmic mesons unsuccessful.
In 1947 in the light of the new knowledge obtained concerning the absorption and the decay of cosmic mesons stopped in matter, preliminary reports by Powell and his co-workers, and the various cosmic ray evidences observed, Marshak and Bethe' proposed a two-meson theory. Their schemes, however, coincide in most parts with those of Sakata's, and the only di6erence between them seems to lie in that "M. B. '" assumed a pair theory for nuclear forces, while in Sakata's theory nuclear potentials were supposed to be Yukawa type. In the present stage, we can decide which theory is preferable in view' of the experimental evidences found by Powell and his co-workers. 4 As mentioned above, the interaction between nucleons (n = &) and pi-mesons (m) Phys. Rev. 73, 262, 842 (1948). explain the deuteron problems. In this situation it seems to us inevitable that a mixture of fields with di8'erent force range should be introduced. Possibilities of such forces are now being studied. Qne suggestion may be a nuclear field carried by x-mesons mixed with a third meson which is heavier than x-mesons, while another is a charged meson field with range 1.35)&10 " cm mixed with a neutral vector field with range 2.5 2.8 X 10 " cm.
As for the new-found particles, the~-meson and the p-meson, it is rather essential to assign them the field type more precisely. ' Professor E. Gardner has kindly informed us, in response to our request, of the experimental results which were recently investigated at Berkeley. We are bene6ted so much by his kind information, and we should like to express our many thanks to Professor E. Gardner (1935); 18, 128 (1936) .
'"-E. C. Nelson, Phys. Rev. 50, 830 (1941}. In the case of the pseudoscalar m-meson, we have estimated them in the analogous way, using Nelson's formula" or (IV)
I'/hc -3 X 10 " (V) r =6X10-4, where I'jkc, I' is the dimensionless coupling constants between p, -mesons and the light particles. A schematic diagram illustrating the conceivable couplings is shown in Fig. 1 . It may be a noticeable fact that, in our scheme, the decay processes which are followed by the emission of neutrino could only occur with the extraordinary (and about the same) small couplings, as indicated in (5), (8), (10), (11), y's, I" s and the dimensionless Fermi constant G.
We owe some of the numerical calculations to Miss Masako Hanai. determine which of the field types may be preferable for~-mesons, if we know the nuclear matrix elements for p, -meson capture, the estimation of which will be published later. In view of the relation~J'P"a@du~'(I, the value followed from the pseudoscalar theory would be g~'/kc) 0.5, rather too large to accept, which may exclude the pseudoscalar theory of x-mesons in our preliminary estimations.
For the interaction of m--mesons and p-mesons with light particles, there appear other questions for the two-meson theory. If we assume that the beta-decay of nucleus takes place through~-mesons, computed lifetime of the beta-decay of x-mesons becomes 7-p = 6 2 X10 ' sec. which is faster than the lifetime of x-mesons for x -p decay given in (2). Consequently, we should be forced to forbid m-mesons to contribute nuclear beta-decay except for the forbidden transitions, and essentially may rely on Fermi theory.
Next, if the beta-decay of p,-mesons through m. -mesons is assumed, the estimated lifetime of x-mesons for their beta-decay would be too fast to accept. For this reason, we have assumed that the beta-decay of p-mesons should occur directly. Since we have taken p-mesons as Fermi particles, the decay process may be naturally either of the following two:
(IV) p~electron+ a, Bose neutrino or (V) p -+electron+ 2 Fermi neutrinos.
Which of the two processes is valid will depend on the further experiments such as the decay electron spectrums or the neutrino loss in the cosmic rays although, in the latter case, the existence of neutral mesons may make the problems more complicated. Using the experimental lifetime of p, -mesons for their beta-decay T~p = 2.2 X 10 sec. , we find the values for the coupling between p-mesons and the light particles,
